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Get out and join the city life
US universities are part of the fabric of their communities.
Robin Hambleton says UK institutions should emulate them
arlier this year I was invited to
speak at a national conference on
local government. I knew from
press reports that central Government
was considering some radical changes
to metropolitan reform. So I went online
to access the minutes of the Cabinet.
Within a couple of minutes, I
discovered that in April, the Prime
Minister had chaired a lively Cabinet
debate. The Minister for Local Government presented four main options for
reform, and the minutes record 49
specific decisions. You will not be
surprised to discover that these events
did not unfold in this country. It was in
New Zealand. Here, access to Cabinet
minutes requires a 30-year wait.
Viewed from abroad, UK governmental
practice can seem somewhat out of date.
But are UK universities vulnerable to
similar criticism?
Current higher education debates
about public engagement might give
pause for thought. Indeed, international
observers may argue that we are about
150 years off the pace.
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Universities must encourage
academics – through training and
public-service programmes – to
develop skills as civic leaders
In 1862, Abraham Lincoln signed
into law the Morrill Act. This heralded
not just an expansion of higher
education in the US, but also a
reframing of the purpose of a university.
The Act, later called the Land Grant
College Act, provided grants of federal
land to the states for the creation of
public universities and colleges.
This was a breathtaking innovation
that led to the establishment of a
distinctively American kind of university
in every state, one that attempted to fuse
scholarly inspiration with a strong
commitment to practical application.
Almost 150 years later, the US continues
to benefit from the foresight shown by
Justin Smith Morrill, as the vision he
espoused was of an “engaged
university”, not an ivory tower.
Ernest Boyer, in his insightful book
Scholarship Reconsidered (1990), built
on the land-grant tradition to articulate
a more rounded view of the nature of
modern scholarship than the one that
is still prevalent in the UK today. His
vision distinguishes four kinds of
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scholarship: discovery, integration,
application and teaching. He argues
that the teaching and public-service
contributions of academics are just as
important as research and publications.
We can learn much from the US.
An American publication – the
Metropolitan Universities Journal –
focuses specifically on the changing
role of urban universities. There is
a federally funded programme,
operated by the Office of University
Partnerships, with the very purpose
of encouraging and expanding
collaboration between universities and
their communities.
For five years, I was, as dean of the
College of Urban Planning and Public
Affairs at the University of Illinois at
Chicago (UIC), heavily involved in the
UIC Great Cities Commitment.
I offer four suggestions drawn from
my experience in Chicago. First,
research questions should be identified
in partnership with users. Co-production
of the research agenda is vital.
Second, university leaders should
change promotion and reward systems
to give substantial weight to public
engagement – it should be just as
important as teaching and research.
Frankly, it is unconvincing for vicechancellors to wax lyrical about how
engaged their university is if public
engagement is not at the heart of the
performance-evaluation framework.
Third, encourage academics –
through training, secondments and
public-service programmes – to develop
their skills as civic leaders.
Fourth, build a high level of “public
experience” into the students’ courses.
There is good practice in relation to
engaged scholarship within the UK.
And the National Co-ordinating
Centre for Public Engagement has a
great website for academics interested in
making a local impact.
It is also encouraging that the
National Endowment for Science,
Technology and the Arts (Nesta) is
taking an interest in this agenda. A
Nesta report published on 1 October,
Reinventing the Civic University,
provides a helpful map of the terrain.
Universities have a marvellous
opportunity to contribute to civic
leadership in their localities. We do
not have to wait 30 years.
Robin Hambleton is professor of
city leadership, University of the
West of England, Bristol.

there would be outrage. But when told by the
research councils or Hefce that the key public
engagement research themes are energy, the
environment, climate change, social inclusion,
social justice, ageing, healthy living and
obesity, many academics acquiesce. These
topics may be right-on, but is it right to tie

Academics may object when told their
research should service UK plc, but
they have been far more compliant
when politicians have talked up worthysounding social policy outcomes

hen I spoke recently on a panel
organised for the new group of
American Fulbright Scholars, I warned
them not to mention their official title in
public. In the UK, being a scholar is
considered “a bit dodgy”; expect to be derided
as outmoded, aloof, irrelevant. Politicians
belittle bumbling boffins and self-indulgent
bluestockings ensconced in libraries,
surrounded by dusty books on the Ming
dynasty or trilobites: what a waste of public
money. Forget being a “curiosity-driven”
scholar; become a thoroughly modern
“impact” researcher, contributing to the
economic and social wellbeing of the nation.
Was I caricaturing British academic life? As
if on cue, the next day the Higher Education
Funding Council for England issued a 56-page
document announcing that academics wishing
to secure the biggest grants will need to prove
the “relevance” of their research to the real
world and evaluate its impact on the economy,
public policy or society. Watch as medieval
historians try desperately to show how their
research can solve the financial crisis. What’s
the point of thousands of years of philosophy if
it contributes nothing to the economy?
This has led to an outcry. Sally Hunt,
general secretary of the University and College
Union, declared: “Academic research should
never be at the behest of market forces.”
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Academy strikes back:
the fight for ‘useless’
knowledge starts here
Scholars have too long acquiesced to policy agendas. They must
reassert the value of scholarship for its own sake, argues Claire Fox
Many academics are already aggrieved about
government pressure to focus on research with
demonstrable economic benefits. They don’t
like Lord Mandelson’s superministry treating
them as instruments of business.
But it’s easy to turn on philistine politicians.
Have academics really been fighting for disinterested research? They may object when
told that their research should service UK plc,
but they have been far more compliant when
politicians have talked up worthy-sounding
social policy outcomes. Too frequently,
academics have fallen over themselves to prove
their worth as social includers and community

coherers, or to sell academic study as good for
students’ self-esteem and employability.
Why was there not a backlash against
projects such as Beacons for Public Engagement? It is a bit rich to whinge about academic
freedom being compromised by knowledge
transfer to the corporate world while heeding
the call to focus on “reaching out”, “listening
to” and “learning from” local people, and
forming partnerships with organisations
ranging from “local sports clubs and cultural
venues” to “community groups and media
organisations”. If a multinational company
dictated the issues scholars should focus on,

academic inquiry to a government agenda?
Many dons appear to have been wooed by
the fashion for “evidence-based” government,
thinking this means their research is taken
seriously. Unfortunately, it can mean academia
prostituting its independence to deliver
“advocacy research” endorsing policies. When
ideas-lite politicians insist that their policies are
“evidence-based”, they hide behind scholarship
to avoid political arguments. Everything from
assaults on civil liberties to illiberal behaviourchange programmes are justified by (selectively)
citing peer-reviewed journals. Why do scholars
allow complex research to become soundbites?
Academics have been too easily flattered by
new Labour’s “knowledge society” rhetoric,
which has tended to stress the need for everchanging new skills and trendy courses rather
than deep scholarship or subject specialism.
That’s why it’s particularly galling that Hefce’s
proposals have been presented in the media as
a counter to dumbing down. We are told that
“Mickey Mouse” degrees will be culled. In
truth, these courses exist only because of
academia’s collusion in making studies
“relevant” for ever-expanding numbers of
students and to fit the “knowledge society”
model, regardless of intellectual merit.
So what is to be done? Dare I suggest an
intellectual fight for speculative research,
experimentation, serendipitous discovery and
“useless” knowledge. This is not a call to arms
for fuddy-duddies or a literal defence of dusty
books. Scholars should get excited by the
British Library’s vision of looking “beyond the
physical space and into the changing high-tech
research environment… to access information
in more interactive and seamless ways”, to
quote its head of higher education, Joanna
Newman. But however we access knowledge,
that knowledge is what matters. It’s time to
mount a battle of ideas – in academia and in
the public sphere – to defend scholarship
per se, and turn it into a beacon of human
achievement and aspiration – freed from its
subordination to pragmatic, immediate
objectives. Let battle commence.
Claire Fox is director of the Institute of Ideas.
l With the British Library, Times Higher
Education is supporting the debate, “Don and
dusted: is the age of the scholar over?” on 7
October. See: http://www.battleofideas.org.uk/
index.php/2009/session_detail/2589/
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